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Finally flexible, configurable software that helps contract manufacturers, contract packagers/co-packers manage 
operations and inventory for multiple customers and maintain the highest quality standards.  

Using Datex FootPrint® WMS will help contract manufacturers and co-packers streamline manufacturing 
operation, packaging capabilities and quality processes for greater accuracy and efficiency.  Our web portal will 
provide 24/7 visibility of orders, shipments, invoices, reports and more to your contract packaging and contract 
manufacturing customers, all without the help of a customer service representative.

The Datex solution is rules based configurable 
software designed with maximum flexibility to 
enable your operation to meet the complex needs 
and billing requirements of many customers 
simultaneously across the supply chain and in a 
variety of industries.  

From personal care, electronics, pharmaceuticals 
and medical devices to other types of products, 
our software can provide you with the functionality 
needed when dealing with packaging and 
manufacturing and inventory management 
challenges. 

Benefit from much needed enhanced inventory 
control functionality, real time visibility across your 
enterprise and traceability for virtually any type of 
inventory, raw materials and finished goods.  As 
a contract manufacturer or contract packager, 
3rd party billing capabilities are essential to the 
profitability of your operation and are made easy 
with Datex software.  
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Manage multiple customer requirements simultaneously 

Facilitate inventory control for raw materials and finished goods
Provide multi-level Bill of Materials

Specifies production lines
Enables batch scalability
Tracks & balances raw materials & inventory during production

Creates production orders

Executes material transformation (from SKU to SKU, for example), ideal for packaging changes
Automatic advancement of expiration date based on time out of optimal storage conditions (such as refrigeration)
Link equipment to product type

Executes kitting and assemble as well as dekitting

Optimize inventory management processes

Schedule, manage, monitor and track production and inventory
Provide bidirectional tracking of:

 o Lot

 o Expiration date

 o Serial number

Execute product recalls

Aid in facilitating regulatory compliance

Streamline operational processes

Improve data capture and provide real time visibility across the enterprise
Kitting and assembly

Comprehensive audit trail
EDI and system integration available

Document and file storage within the system
For medical device and pharmaceutical contract packaging and manufacturing, validation services can be provided

Manufacturing, Operations and Inventory Management Functionality:

Automate quality assurance/quality control processes for strict adherence
Execute holds, quarantines, inspections
Schedule quality assurance processes such as testing, visual inspection, etc.

Quality Assurance Features:

Contract Manufacturers/Contract Packagers
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Customizable out-of-the-box portal
Automated customizable billing no matter the contract terms
Capture & bill for all the value-added services you perform
Easy 3rd party billing set-up wizard

Real time data capture of critical data

Key Points

Helps facilitate subcontractor, supplier & vendor management

Provides visibility to and enables collaboration with customers, suppliers & vendors
Helps ensure more accurate, efficient operational processes
Helps facilitate regulatory compliance

Helps reduce waste by tracking aging inventory & materials

Helps improve speed to market

Empowers you to have greater control over your operation
Eliminates the need for error-prone paper-based records and manual processes

Benefits

Over 75 out-of-the-box reports are ready and waiting. Want a customized report? Use our configurable ad hoc
reporting with drill down capabilities to get a true picture of your operations and ask Datex to do this for you.
Creating and using KPI dashboards provides your team with easy visualization tools to better understand factors that
affect your profitability.

Reporting & Dashboards: Measure Performance and Monitor 
Profitability
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www.datexcorp.com

1 800.933.2839

Mark eting@date xcorp.comContact us today for a

demonstration on how

Datex FootPrint WMS can

help your productivity. For more

information on

our WMS Scan Here

Easy-to-use billing wizard walks users through the process of setting up billing for each customer
Workflow-based: billing is automatically processed based on the rules, decisions and
factors you select for each individual customer
Multi-level billing structures

Capture and bill for accessorial charges
Accessorial charges can vary by customer, product type, special handling or processing needs and be
updated at any time

Powerful 3rd Party Billing System with Billing Wizard
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